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At CIFC, we are continually analyzing and updating our BCP
policy to reflect changing market conditions, technologies and
firmwide growth.
We place the highest importance on business continuity for
both our firm and for our clients.
As the situation concerning Coronavirus (COVID-19)
continues to evolve, we want to highlight our preparedness
as well as inform you of the steps we have taken.
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Restrictions on visitors:
- In order to minimize the risk of our employees being
exposed to coronavirus, we are asking all employees to
check with clients, vendors and others in advance of
any meetings on their policies surrounding coronavirus
- Clients, vendors and others may be denied entry to our
facilities if they have returned from or travelled through
a high-risk area, or have a household member who has
returned from or travelled through these areas in the
past 14 days or are experiencing any symptoms of the
virus

Technology:
- CIFC has a comprehensive Business Continuity Plan in
place. We are able to fully function as an organization
remotely with all employees having access to all
necessary technology
- We have run and continue to run firmwide testing to
ensure we are prepared for such as needed

Work from Home Policy:
- CIFC has enacted alternative work arrangements for
any at-risk employees to help ensure the safety of all
during this time and to continue providing services
without interruption to our clients

From CIFC
Client Meetings:
- We are attempting to hold client meetings remotely and
telephonically — only conducting in-person meetings
when absolutely required

We welcome your comments and questions. Please feel free to
contact CIFC at IR@cifc.com.

- We are not hosting any clients from high risk areas nor
travelling there for meetings

Restrictions on travel:
- All international corporate travel is now limited to
business-critical and requires COO or CEO approval
until further notice
- Employees travelling personally may be restricted from
returning to work if they have visited a high-risk area
(as communicated weekly by our HR Department) or
are feeling ill
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Source: CIFC as of March 9, 2020.
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Disclaimer
Important Information:
The information contained herein (the “Information”) includes views and statements that are those solely of CIFC. The Information is as of the date
provided, has not been audited, and is intended solely for informational purposes. The Information is subject to change at any time and is not, and
should not be assumed to be, complete or to constitute all the information necessary to adequately make an investment decision. We have no
obligation to update any or all of the Information or to advise you of any changes, and no representation is made as to the accuracy or completeness
of the Information set forth herein. The Information is not, and is not intended to be, an offer to sell, or a solicitation of an offer to purchase, any
securities or any other interest in CIFC or in any fund, account or other investment product or assets managed by CIFC or to offer any services. Any
such offering and sale would be made only on the basis of certain transaction documents and, as the case may be, a final offering circular and related
governing and subscription documents (together, “Transaction Documents”) pertaining to such offering and sale and is qualified in all respects and in
its entirety by any such final Transaction Documents. In making any investment decisions, you should conduct, and must rely on, your own
investigation and analysis of the data and descriptions set forth in the information, including the merits and risks involved.
Past performance is not indicative of future results and there can be no assurances that an investment will achieve comparable results or that the
entire principal investment will not be lost. CIFC assumes no obligation to update or otherwise revise any of the Information.
Any reproduction or distribution of the Information, in whole or in part, or the disclosure of the contents hereof, without the prior written consent
of CIFC, is prohibited. By retaining the Information, you acknowledge and represent to CIFC that you have read, understood and accept the terms of
the Information. You hereby agree to return to CIFC or destroy this Information promptly upon request. The distribution of this communication and
any files transmitted with it in certain jurisdictions may be restricted by law.
For information regarding our privacy policy and procedures, please visit http://www.cifc.com/privacy-statement/.
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